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Abstract
Dynamic integration methods for unknown data
sources and services at system design time are currently
primarily driven by technological standards. Hence,
little emphasis is being placed on integration methods.
However, the combination of heterogeneous data
sources and services offered by devices across domains
is hard to standardize. In this paper, we will shed light
on the interplay of self-adaptive system architectures
as well as bottom-up, incremental integration methods
relying on formal knowledge bases. An incremental
integration method has direct influences on both the
system architecture itself and the way these systems are
engineered and operated during design and runtime.
Our findings are evaluated in the context of a case study
that uses an adapted bus architecture including two tool
prototypes. In addition, we illustrate conceptually how
control loops such as MAPE-K can be enriched with
machine-readable integration knowledge.
1. Introduction
Currently more and more companies are making
their domain-specific data available for third-party
usage. Well-known examples are projects like BIG
IoT, FIWARE or Industrial Data Space . For example,
FIWARE aims at establishing an open data platform
in the context of Smart City applications whereas
the Industrial Data Space project is closely related
to business models that are built upon Industry 4.0
data sources. In general, such platforms integrate
different data sources and interfaces by connecting
service providers with requesters by using some
sort of adapter. For example, necessary semantic
translations between the system data model as well
as the IoT-device data model are codified within
these adapters. Unfortunately, this use-case specific
integration knowledge is trapped as it cannot be queried
in a structured way. Consequently, when an IoT-device
with similar functionality should be integrated with
other platform services, integration knowledge cannot
be reused automatically.
Current integration approaches utilized at design
time are primarily driven by technologies and do
not address this problem efficiently [1]. These
technologies are often crafted for supporting certain
domain standards. However, such standards are mostly
the results of tedious and slow voting process. Hence,
they are out-of-date as soon as they are available as
new devices and data sources enter the IoT market
almost daily in a decentralized manner. This means,
that such standards are never complete as a basis for full
automation even though, by definition, they should be.
Self-adaptive systems are predestined to work within
such dynamic and undetermined context as they do
include rules and mechanisms for reacting to context
changes. However, they mostly rely on the assumption
that once all adaptation rules are formalized, the system
can perform all necessary adaptations autonomously.
It is hard to believe that a system designer can
anticipate all possible states an IoT-System can enter
and hence provide a consistent view of all possible
integration rules. Nevertheless, a machine-readable
description of data and service semantics is fundamental
for realizing automated device integration and service
composition scenarios. Our contribution in this work
is a conceptual architecture for future self-adaptive bus
systems that allows for an evolutionary definition of
device integration rules. Consequently, we also provide
an integration approach that handles incomplete context
knowledge for self-adaptive system architectures. To
show the technical feasibility of our approach, we
introduce tool support for formalizing integration
knowledge in an incremental way.
1.1. Motivating Example
In order to motivate the challenge of semantic
ambiguity of data and services within the IoT domain,
we will use an example from the field of homonyms.
Consider the verb close. Depending on the context,
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this term stands for physically moving so that an
opening is closed or to make a gap smaller. For
example, a mobile robot approaching a door may
expose the service close(Object object). Without the
implicit integration knowledge of a system integrator,
the adequate semantic assignment for this concrete
use-case is undecidable for an automatic service matcher
without context knowledge.
An application developer also faces other challenges
among homonyms when figuring out the meaning of a
service regarding request parameters, response elements
as well as their types when integrating an API into an
overall workflow (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. IoT-Interface Example
In case no machine-readable semantic standard for
such drill exists, a system integrator must either consult
an informal standard (e.g. ISO 16100 for Industrial
Automation Systems and Integration ) or simulate the
drill to assign an unambiguous semantic label to the
necessary model elements. Once a crisp semantic is
established, an adapter could be programmed to map
the device model element to the bus data model in
a meaningful way. However, the mental mappings
residing in the system integrators head are only stored
inside imperative code structures, which in turn are
hard to query. Hence, as soon as a similar interface
has to be integrated in the future, all work must
be repeated without any possibility to reuse already
available integration knowledge from within adapters.
1.2. Problem statement and Paper Outline
Current approaches for formalizing adaptation
scenarios in self-adaptive systems follow the idea of a
revolutionary adaptation plan. If a condition holds, then
a plan is executed [2]. However, for such a scenario
to work a complete and shared knowledge base must
be defined upfront. In this work we will shed light on
incorporating a shared knowledge base that allows for
an evolutionary formalization approach. Furthermore,
we will provide first technical insights on how to
deal with incomplete instead of complete integration
knowledge in an automated way. To do so, our leading
research questions is:
RQ: How can system integrators be enabled to
formalize semantic knowledge within self-adaptive
service systems and which challenges are still unsolved
towards using this knowledge?
The objective of this paper is to conceptually align
a novel integration method called Knowledge-driven
Architecture Composition and self-adaptive service
systems. The key results of this work are the following:
First, to present all additional architectural elements
needed and to discuss conceptually emerging upstream-
as well as downstream consequences. Second, to
demonstrate necessary tools and technologies that
can be used to overcome ambiguous data elements
and semantic shifts for IoT interfaces when using
knowledge-driven architecture composition. Third and
last, to demonstrate the potential of the introduced
method within a simple case-study.
Our paper is structured in the following way:
Chapter 2 gives a short overview of an incremental,
use-case based integration method and its delamination
to existing work. Chapter 3 represents our main
contribution: A conceptual architecture as well as an
adequate tool support for capturing semantic integration
knowledge as a new component for self-adaptive
systems. Furthermore, an example is used to exemplify
our method as well as its potential benefits for control
loops. Chapter 4 answers the second part of our research
question by outlining challenges faced during the case
study. Finally, chapter 5 concludes our work.
2. Knowledge-driven Architecture
Composition and Service Integration
Methods
Currently, several actors within the IoT market come
up with new models for describing, managing and
acting upon IoT devices [3]. However, such standards
seldomly formalize the semantics in a machine-readable
way. Among other factors, the applicability of
negotiated standards is influenced by their claim to be
complete. Hence, as soon as a new standard must
be supported, manufacturers are forced to support it
in a revolutionary big-bang approach (e.g. OPC UA
). Current formal scientific solutions are also driven
by the goal of being formulate for all possible use
cases in a complete manner. For example, SOAP-based
descriptions in bus systems must be created for every
possible use case that may occur during runtime.
Hence, the formalization effort for practitioners tends
to be too high as the effort for describing each
integration case usually does not pay off. Although such
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approaches facilitate automated component coupling
scenarios, practitioners currently rely on implementing
point-to-point adapters. Consequently, current top-down
integration approaches (i.e. standards) are not applicable
within the dynamic and decentralized IoT market as new
devices with new functionality enter the market almost
daily.
Figure 2. KDAC Principles Illustrated
To tackle this problem, we introduced a novel
integration method called Knowledge-driven
Architecture Composition (KDAC) that relies on
an incremental semantic formalization process. This
method explicitly allows for incompleteness of
integration knowledge and supports an evolutionary
instead of a revolutionary definition (i.e. big-bang
formalization) of integration cases (see Figure 2). By
using declarative languages based on first-order logic
(e.g. OWL-DL), the inherited problem of partially
incomplete integration knowledge can be tackled. The
rationale for this is the usage of reasoning principles
from the field of ontologies.
For example, due to the transitive characteristics of
converting temperature units, a reasoner could infer new
integration knowledge. So, if the integration knowledge
base contains the mathematical conversion formulas
from Celsius to Fahrenheit and from Fahrenheit to
Kelvin, a logic-based reasoner can directly infer the
conversion function from Celsius to Kelvin. Based on
the underlying principle such inference procedures and
the reuse of machine-readable integration knowledge
from previous integration cases can facilitate automated
component composition (e.g. plug-and-play principle).
Automated component coupling is achievable as soon as
all functional service and data characteristics are present
and/or can be deduced.
In other words, one can think of the reasoning
process over integration knowledge bases as playing
the game Sudoku: As soon as enough integration
knowledge for an unknown and new integration case
is present, the missing information can be calculated
based on rigorous mathematical rules.
The novelty of this approach is formalizing semantic
integration knowledge per use-case in a bottom-up
manner. By focusing on integration knowledge instead
of conforming to technological-oriented interface
descriptions, it maximizes the effort for formalizing the
semantic coupling process as a concrete use-case must
be present. Hence, formalization does only take place if
there is a specific need for it.
In previous work [4], it was shown that this approach
is feasible and could reduce the integration time in the
context of the Industrial Internet of Things from 90 to
20 minutes. Furthermore, the evaluation shows that
reusability of semantic mappings between endpoints is
significantly higher than adapting imperative software
adapters. The resulting knowledge base is a promising
source for self-adaptive control loops.
2.1. Impacts of KDAC on Self-Adaptive
Service Systems
The IoT system integration market is expected
to increase from 17.0 billion US$ (2017) to 35.7
billion US$ (2020). One central driver for this
are services and applications realized by IoT-devices.
Hence, self-adaptive service systems are a promising
way for applying a novel integration method for
supporting system integrators as they already offer
mechanisms for dealing with context uncertainty at
different complexity levels. When integrating software
components in a semantical way based on partially
incomplete integration knowledge, there are several
upstream (i.e. system integrator viewpoint looking from
technical integration layer) and downstream effects (i.e.
user goals and need looking from data and service
request layer) from an architectural perspective (see
Figure 3):
• An upstream effect is the reusability of integration
knowledge for new IoT device. In case each
IoT device has a unique resource identifier (URI)
attached, the respective device type can be
matched against the integration knowledge base
and already existing composition knowledge from
previous cases can be automatically generated.
However, there must be a possibility to tell
the system integrator which mapping elements
between IoT device model and system model are
missing. Nevertheless, as integration knowledge
is only formalized if a use-case is present these
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Figure 3. Conceptual System Architecture for a self-adaptive Service System supporting KDAC
<condition, event> combinations can be reused
for the definition of more complex adaptation
plans. In addition, they must not be made up by
adaptation plan designers at design time out of
thin air.
• A downstream effect when formalizing
integration knowledge in an incremental way
is the enrichment of the knowledge base that
can be consulted by algorithms that implement
the MAPE-K loop. Here the KDAC approach
can be seen as a moderator that sets the stage
for compositions approaches. Hence, basic
communication semantics must not be defined
in a revolutionary way and can be utilized by
composition algorithms. Subsequently, this also
means that in the beginning a human must be
present. However, following the assumption that
IoT integration cases are similar across multiple
sites, an empty knowledge base may initial be
filled with generic integration knowledge. This is
illustrated as three global boxes in Figure 2.
• Another downstream effect is the way user
goals are evaluated. In an evolutionary
designed self-adaptive IoT System that realizes
user goals by using data and services offered
by decentralized IoT components, it would
theoretically be feasible to locate missing devices.
For example, a user-specific goal realizable by a
system residing on one site may be not realizable
by a system at another site. However, as
the shared integration knowledge-base contains
semantic integration knowledge and does not
depend on a concrete interface syntax, new IoT
devices and/or data sources can be integrated
on demand. Now the aforementioned upstream
effect of formalizing data and service models
can support a plug-and-play-like component
integration mechanism. Hence, new user-specific
goals can be realized efficiently without altering
the overall adaptation logic or even stopping the
system.
As a result, this discussion shows that the
unique characteristics of incomplete case-bases and
an evolutionary instead of a revolutionary approach
for formalizing basic composition rules influences the
architecture of self-adaptive systems. Despite this
observation, user centric self-adaptation plans in such
systems require a lot of distinct integrations cases to
enable IoT ensembles to fulfill a desired user need in
an automated way.
3. Integrating an Evolutionary
Maintained Knowledge Base into a Bus
Architecture
A central problem for applying knowledge-driven
architecture composition to self-adaptive systems is
to capture semantic integration knowledge. Hence, a
necessary step is the development of adequate tools and
technologies. A major problem to resolve ambiguous
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Figure 4. Integration Knowledge Base for trigger-request pattern
data and interface declaration is the formalization of
the needed case-specific integration knowledge in an
explicit way. To minimize the formalization effort, we
explicitly allow for a domain-specific schema. Hence,
based on our preliminary results gained from simple
client-server architectures [4] the upcoming sections
focus on demonstrating the basic tools needed for
applying knowledge-driven architecture composition
within self-adaptive system.
As hardware as well as technically standardized
software gets cheaper (e.g. embedded operating
systems), system integration can be seen as the
future bottleneck for delivering IoT-Services to
users seamlessly. Ideally, devices can be exchanged
in self-adaptive IoT-systems (e.g. DeltaIoT [5])
seamlessly. However, integrating a new IoT-Device
is currently not only linked to a significant manual
integration effort but also relies on shared knowledge
bases for control loops.
In the context of self-adaptive systems, one of the
most commonly used architectural paradigms are event
buses. For this architectural style, one can locate
technical service integration issues at the following
abstract layers [6]:
– Technical Layer: On this layer, it must be
ensured that at least one communication protocol
is supported at the network layer from the bus as
well as the device that should be attached to it
– Syntactic Layer: On this layer, all data and
services must be normalized in a sense that
they conform to the overall bus schemata.
Furthermore, configuration services may already
provide different predefined configuration tactics
– Semantic Layer: On this layer, the relations of
different services and their interaction style are
defined
Based on the assumption that future service
providers are conforming to some syntactical domain
standards (e.g. OPC UA for industrial devices), one
central challenge is the automation of device integration
based on heterogenous service and data semantics.
A conceptual self-adaptive bus system architecture
that supports automated component composition is
illustrated in Figure 3. The central architectural
elements needed are sorted according to different layers:
• On the Technical Integration Layer, the concrete
interfaces of devices are connected on the basis
of their communication protocol with the bus
communication channels (e.g. REST or HTTP
for Web Services and SQL or MQTT for data
sources)
• On the Virtual Data Management Layer, the
different local data schemes from various data
sources are integrated
• On the Virtual Service Engineering Layer, two
types of services reside: The first one is an atomic
service that can directly invoke a proprietary
service running on a device. The second type of
service is a complex service. This means, that
such a service can be composed of other existing
services or is subject to adaptation logic to fulfill
a user goal.
• On the Data and Service Requester Layer,
services can be accessed by the platform user in
order to realize a certain need or a goal.
At the technical integration layer, additional formal
interface descriptions are plotted. Although such
semantic service descriptions are not commonly used
in practice, they may still be present. If there exists
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Figure 5. Mapping-Assistant for System Integrators
a symmetrical mapping between interface description
as well as the provided interface functionality, then
such descriptions are an additional valuable information
source for the presented KDAC approach [7]. It
was shown that the usage of this integration method
can improve the matching result for semantic service
matchers such as SAWSDL-MX [8] significantly.
Consequently, our main technological contribution
will be focusing on the technical integration layer and
its upstream effects on the proposed architecture (i.e.
IoT-Device integration). Downstream effects such as
user goal realization or service composition will not be
focused for the remainder of this paper.
As a first prototypical evaluation, we will showcase
the impact of our method by outlining the integration
process for our motivating example within a simple
case study. Furthermore, we will illustrate how
the architectural elements Integration Knowledge
Repository and Mapping-Runtime can be utilized by
other processes during the adaptation life cycle (c.f.
Figure 2). In addition, we will outline how our
central theme of incomplete and evolutionary defined
integration knowledge can be exploited by control loops.
3.1. Case Study IoT-Device Integration
An IoT-device, such as a drill, typically offers
ways to access its information model and execute
device-specific functionality. Typically, for sensing
purposes values of information model elements such
as torque can be read (c.f. Figure 1). For executing an
action, at least one value must be written or one function
(c.f. Service Layer in Figure 1) must be invoked.
In our use case, the following communication
scenarios serves as a basis. There exists a drill device
with the information model plotted in Figure 1. An iron
rod is placed on the working area and the drill starts
drilling a hole inside the rod. After the drilling process
is finished, a message with the specific parameters used
should be sent to a Manufacturing Execution System
(MES). In this case, information elements offered by
the drill can be accessed via OPC UA and the MES
System offers a TCP/IP interface that can be fed with
domain-specific XML telegrams. An XML telegram
including several device parameters should be sent
to the MES as soon as the value of the trigger item
partProcessed is set by the drill device to true. For
implementing the knowledge-base, we have chosen the
OWL-DL language and used the HermiT 1.3 reasoner
as a validation and reasoning engine. Hence, the IoT
device provides a domain-specific functionality and the
MES system requests a use-case specific information
chunk. Regarding the proposed integration approach,
the following steps must be taken (c.f. Figure 2).
At t=0, a system integrator must define the sketched
integration scenario within the knowledge base. If
the needed relationships are not defined within the
ontology, the system integrator must define them using
the Mapping Assistant (see Figure 5). Here, a new
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Figure 6. Overview Web App for Shopfloor Integration
<trigger, event> pair is defined as:
IF valueOf(trigger Item) OPERATOR trigger value
THEN Event(requestItem [], responseItem [])
Next, the system integrator must translate each
needed information model element within the use-case
into individuals of the type triggerItem, requestItem
and responseItem (see Figure 4): In our example, it
is sufficient to transfer the information model elements
partProcessed:triggerItem and diameter:requestItem as
well as distance:requestItem as individuals.
At t=1, the use-case should be extended by also
sending the requestItem torque within the event to the
MES systems. However, the domain-specific MES
telegram defines the torque as speed. Hence, the system
integrator defines speed as an equivalent class of torque
and reuses the existing integration knowledge.
At t=n, already integrated interfaces for the
communication style trigger-event can be automatically
reused by matching the device specific type IDs as well
as their information and service model elements with a
syntactical matcher.
When discussing our Mapping-Assistant with
domain experts from our research project, it quickly
appeared that the introduced tool may still be too
complex for integrating a new device intuitively.
Hence, we designed an additional input application
for formalizing integration knowledge. Here, we
used a progressive web application framework (i.e.
IONIC) that only allows to add individuals to an
existing ontology without allowing for adding new
structural elements (see Figure 6). A benefit of such
a progressive web-application is that it can be easily
compiled to native-code for all known mobile devices
(e.g. running on a tablet or a laptop). Hence, during
Figure 7. Message sent over Bus
the integration iterations within the KDAC process this
tool can also be used to perform some integration work
at the Shopfloor incrementally without changing any
code. Practically, this means that the system integrator
can deploy changes to the Integration Knowledge
Repository. After all files are updated in this repository,
the Mapping-Runtime parses the OWL-File and
provides the formalized integration knowledge during
runtime for other interested architectural components.
To conclude our use-case, the message being sent to
the MES after all request values have been retrieved or
derived is illustrated in Figure 7.
Please note that the proposed integration process
must be performed in addition to connecting the services
on a technical and syntactical level (i.e. implementing
an adapter). Please notice further, that the bus used
does not provide any means neither for integrating new
IoT services automatically nor the possibility to search
for manually defined integration knowledge. This is
also due to the fact that the ontology schema is highly
driven by the use-case and not driven by any community
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standard. A rational for doing so is the intuitive
applicability of logic-based languages within the IoT
domain.
3.2. Related Work
Future self-adaptive systems must deal with
adaptation strategies in decentralized settings and with
unanticipated changes. Here, the Internet-of-Things
serves as a new application opportunity for this system
class. However, dealing with unanticipated changes
within such system combinations is still a challenge
yet to be solved. Therefore, we position the proposed
method as a necessary pre-stage to enrich self-adaptive
systems with knowledge.
Other research communities have already produced
valuable solutions for interface matching, automated
integration technologies and adaptation mechanisms [9].
As we cannot provide a concluding literature overview,
we will focus on sketching possible solutions for our
motivating IoT-Interface example (c.f. Figure 1) from
different research perspectives.
The MAPE-K control loop can be regarded as
the state-of-the-art for performing adaptation plans.
From an engineering perspective, there must be a
human-in-the-loop to create and maintain suitable
models [2]. Here, the proposed method can help to
formalize atomic ¡condition, event¿ pairs already during
device integration which then can be used to enrich
shared knowledge bases utilized by MAPE-K control
loops.
Within the knowledge engineering community,
evolutionary extending knowledge-bases by using
incremental formalization techniques is not new [10].
As early as in 1994, it was described that it is
hard to transform informally described knowledge into
machine-readable knowledge. Here, the focus was to
transform the former into the latter one. In our example,
this would result in a tool where one can insert use-case
specific <condition, adaptation plans> with natural
language. However, their application case was not the
integration of IoT-devices.
IoT interfaces can conceptually be linked to
component-based software development [11]. Like
physical IoT devices, a software component does
provide functionality realized by software and hardware
through an interface. Hence, syntactic matching
approaches [12] can be used to determine whether
a required interface matches a provided interface.
Another approach would be to search for the specific
adapters needed to bridge between two endpoints [13].
Regarding our example, one can view the services and
information models as a search specification that can
be fed to a matching system. However, such systems
usually only provide a probabilistic result which may
result in undesired effects for IoT actors in the physical
world [12].
SOAP-based systems [14] and (semantic) web
service descriptions [8] do expose mechanism to
coupled services during runtime. These systems require
each service to be defined in an additional interface
description file which is attached to each device.
In our example, this would result in the definition
of additional interface descriptions (e.g. using the
SAWSDL language ). However, such approaches
need a special runtime environment and also inherit a
high formalization effort for IoT- device manufacturers.
As argued earlier, IoT device manufacturers do not
have a clear incentive to do so. In the case of
Web Services, annotating web services with tags
would be a minimalistic way of providing an interface
description unfortunately, such tags are only beneficial
for search engines optimized for humans and contain no
unambiguous semantics.
Last, the software architecture community has
recently come up with a reference architecture for fast
self-commissioning of for industrial IoT-systems in
process automation [15]. Although commissioning
times could be reduced to a few seconds across vendor
products, they rely on the assumption that all vendors
conform to standardized models such as PLCOpen on
every layer (c.f. Figure 1). However, this approach may
be feasible in the context of safety-critical systems such
as the AUTOSAR platform.
Overall, the dichotomy between machine-readable
formalization effort and the potential benefit of
automated integration and adaptation strategies for
self-adaptive systems must be tackled. As a potential
solution, we will now describe potential impacts of
using our method for self-adaptive service systems in
the next section.
3.3. Perspectives on Self-Adaptive Service
Systems
Nowadays, marketplaces for data and services
already exist for various domains [16]. By applying the
Knowledge-driven Architecture Composition approach
on self-adaptive systems conceptually, we took the first
technical step towards reusing integration knowledge
within the IoT domain. As a key result, the overhanging
incompleteness claim for formalizing integration
knowledge bases from bottom-up is technically feasible
for self-adaptive service systems.
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Another perspective on self-adaptive IoT systems
deals with proprietary data and service semantics.
Regarding the integration of new devices, most platform
operators require system integrators to conform
with predefined platform adapters (e.g. redlink or
Hub-of-all-Things ). Unfortunately, these adapters
do not offer practical possibilities to document the
semantic relations between the proprietary service
provider and the service requester. This is due to
the circumstance that both, (sensor) data and (web)
services only contain weak semantics (i.e. ambiguous
and informal semantic descriptions). For example,
IoT data typically resides on a low abstraction level
meaning that the expressiveness of a single data point
itself is rather limited [9][17]. One central observation
from our case study was that information models and
services offered by IoT-devices are highly interlinked.
The assumption of stateless services, which does hold
for most web-services, does not hold in our use case.
Hence, the state of an IoT-device may be changed
by setting a value of a model element or by calling a
function. The former originates from embedded and
the latter one from software system design. Here, other
semantic relationships must be captured.
Shifting from a revolutionary way of defining
adaptation rules towards an evolutionary way seems
promising for self-adaptive service systems. Among
other reasons, the decentralized development and
availability of IoT-devices also challenges the way
how adaptation plans for control loops are formalized.
Regarding the sketched knowledge-base, such atomic
¡condition, event¿ rules can serve as a sound basis for
more abstract adaptation scenarios.
Another central observation when applying the
KDAC approach was that the SPARQL-query became
the bottleneck for runtime adaptations. If a new
structural element or relationship is inserted into the
OWL-DL ontology, which is not a subclass or a
formula conversion, the queries will not return all
individuals. This is mainly because the reasoner cannot
infer all individuals at runtime. Here, the system
integrator must adapt the SPARQL-Queries within the
Mapping-Assistant. This requires additional skills and
may result in code changes as new types are returned by
the query itself.
4. Next Steps and Future Challenges
Based on the presented architectural influences
on future self-adaptive IoT service systems by using
our incremental integration method, we are currently
planning future technical as well as conceptual
improvements towards enabling smart application
development in the context of Smart Cities. In this
section, we will elaborate on some of the next steps that
we plan to take.
Challenge 1 is an extended empirical evaluation
of our method within a self-adaptive service system.
Therefore, we plan to extend the DAiSI platform
[18] with the introduced architectural elements and
demonstrate that the KDAC approach efficiently helps
to build up a shared knowledge base without relying
on predefined integration standards. Another objective
of this evaluation will be the usage of formalized
integration knowledge to fulfill user goals dynamically
with control loops.
Challenge 2 will be to fan out the human within
the proposed integration method. Especially in the
beginning, the human must perform additional work
other than implementing software adapters. Hence,
as soon as enough integration cases are present, the
human must again fan out of the process and automated
integration should take over. It must be methodically
ensured that this turning point is reached as early as
possible.
Lastly, challenge 3 deals with the usability of our
method when integration knowledge is missing for
an integration case. Here, a suitable recommender
system must point out the integration mappings
needed between decentralized developed ontologies and
integrated IoT-devices. However, there already exist
promising approaches by the semantic web community
that can be utilized in order to calculate (c.f. Sudoku
metaphor) missing links between semantic models
efficiently [19].
5. Conclusion
In this work we have introduced a conceptual
self-adaptive system architecture for services and data
sources in the context of the Internet-of-Things.
Next, we discussed the applicability of an
incremental integration method called knowledge
driven-architecture composition (KDAC). In particular,
we showed that the KDAC method can be utilized
to fill knowledge-bases in an evolutionary instead of
revolutionary way. The formally gathered integration
knowledge explicitly allows for incomplete integration
knowledge without loosing the ability to be automated
in the long run. Therefore, we introduced two tools
and exemplified the proposed integration approach
in the context of a self-adaptive system and a case
study. We conclude that self-adaptive service systems
are a promising candidate for further research. A
more elaborate empirical evaluation will potentially
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prove that the KDAC approach can efficiently fill
knowledge-bases utilized by feedback and control
algorithms.
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